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Pretend Time with an Underwater Welder 

 

I am a seven o’clock hangover 

I am a dumptruck 

I am a bad decision 

I am a fat ex-girlfriend 

I am an assassinated president 

I am a rotted tooth 

I am a tube of dandruff shampoo 

I am a short-answer question 

I am a “Get Out of Jail Free’ card 

I am a fossil fuel 

I am a profession of love 

I am a source of comfort 

I am a purposeful rhyme scheme 

I am a slender hip 

I am a funeral cypress 

I am a statuesque woman 

I am a joyful evocation at the sight of holocaust 

I am a sonnet 

I am a phallic symbol 

I am an insight into the child-like psyche of Andy Dick 

I am a bath 

I am a scale model of the Sears Tower 

I am a kinetic cyborg programmed for sweet loving 

I am a tear drop tattoo 

I am a six essay 

I am a new idea 

I am a classic 

I am a veteran of the Great Pillow Fort War of 1997 



I am a fellowship 

I am an iron tower 

I am a fraud 

I am a William Shakespeare 

I am a bargain bin 

I am a breakfast  

I am a favor 

I am a gift horse, punch me in the mouth 

I am a name 

I am an iceberg lettuce 

I am a losing lottery ticket 

I am a total net worth 

I am a Carpe Diem, Carpe Diem, Carpe Diem 

I am a poetic form 

I am a son 

I am a marathon 

I am an object 

I am a dramatic monologue 

I am a siren 

I am a kind of non-specific, altruistic truth that gets the people going 

I am a friend I know 

I am a love supreme 

I am a photosynthesis 

I am a romance 

I am a flaw on your super model’s flawless back side 

I am a career 

I am a modern representation of the artist as a young man killing his pets 

and making Anti-Semitic comments, showing fans I am imperfect 

I am a stare 

I am a bully 

I am a track jacket 



I am a farm animal 

I am a grimace 

I am an alright guy 

I am a poem 

I am a poem 

I am a poem  

I am a poem 

I am a poem  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



Feeling Badass on a Tuesday Afternoon 

 

As a nation I can kick the golden god in the forehead 

And lift its crown from the soil 

And become the nation god 

No longer golden, the is hunched over 

And it walks away 

Defeated by me, the nation 

And I, the nation, am the golden nation god now 

And I can now ride a bicycle by peddling backwards 

And tourists will visit the sit of this battle 

And buy magnets and t-shirts with me, the golden nation god, on them 

Because I defeated the now former golden god 

No longer the golden god 

Simply man now 

He works at a car wash 

And sells black market knock offs of t-shirts with the golden nation god 

on them 

 

 

 

 



Wednesday, 8:52 a.m. 

 

What are you doing right now? 

Probably sitting in class feigning interest in some history lecture with a 

headphone firmly planted in your left ear 

What would you do if I kicked the door open right now and screamed a cloud 

of blood? 

You would probably be mad and say something like “what the hell?” 

And what if I threw a ninja star at your instructor’s head and fed his 

soul to the other students? 

You would probably say something like “what the hell?” 

And as the other students expanded and floated to the ceiling, full of his 

soul 

Would you want to assist me in bringing them outside to set them free? 

And let them drift away skyward like giant balloons with legs kicking? 

Would you want to be alone with me? 

 

 

 



(Untitled Names for Nite Cars) 

 

I’m an amalgamation of all the times you have felt cold and have really 

wanted a blanket 

I’m the blanket that you really wanted 

 

-- 

 

Wonder what it would feel like to not have anything and be in a room 

filled with light and feel encompassed in darkness 

 

-- 

 

I sweat all of the time and I don’t even notice it 

I feel disgusting 

 

-- 

 

The hot lava lives inside of my nose  

And when I’m alone I let it drip out 

I’m alone everyday 

So I let it drip out   

 

-- 

 

I don’t own any swords 

So what am I supposed to do with that? 



 



 

Fuck, I Wish I Lived Inside of Something Other Than You 

 

This is a house  

People live in it 

A family 

A mom, a dad, and two kids 

The kids can be two boys, or two girls, or a girl and a boy 

It doesn’t matter, they are interchangeable 

They are so because I said so 

I created them 

Let’s say the dad’s name is Robert 

Thought it doesn’t matter 

It doesn’t matter because I said so 

The family is eating dinner now 

Again, they eat because I said so 

I say they no longer eat 

Their food is gone 

 

 

  



Your Use of Turn Signals Brings Me To My Knees 

 

Toilet Bowl Prophet spoke to me about bone yards one time 

I laughed and acid shot out of my nose 

And Toilet Bowl Prophet licked his lips 

And we went to church 

 

Evangelical Prophet vibrated to the rhythm of the organ grinder 

I laughed and so did Toilet Bowl Prophet 

And we shared the host because Toilet Bowl prophet is dieting 

And Evangelical Prophet led us to school 

 

Sentient Educator Prophet scribbled on the side of flower pots 

I laughed and we learned by scraping the inside of our skulls with 

mushroom caps 

And Evangelical prophet punched Toilet Bowl Prophet in the Adam’s apple 

And Sentient Educator Prophet sat there because her name is Sentient 

Educator Prophet 

 

 

 

  



Living and Dying in the Snow Caps 

 

Kids in Minnesota listen to Dr. Dre 

And smoke cigarettes 

  

They wear New York Giant’s football Jerseys 

And ride bicycles 

  

They become teenagers 

And pick up chicks 

  

Teenagers in Minnesota smoke pot 

And watch Family Guy 

  

They cruise in Mustangs 

And pay bums to buy them 40 oz’s 

  

They graduate high school 

And know a guy who is a date rapist  

  

They go to college 

And become adults 

  

Adults in Minnesota hate their jobs 

And read James Patterson novels 

  

They vacation in St. Paul’s 

And wear Bermuda shorts 

  

Kids in Minnesota that become teenagers in Minnesota become adults in 

Minnesota 



 

 



Add New Post < LET PEOPLE POEMS 

 

71 of my friends “like” Will Smith 

Another 44 of them “like” John Mayer 

I don’t care how many of my friends “like” John Mayer and Will Smith 

Nor do I care how many “like” Journey, Ryan Reynolds, or Legally Blonde 

I do not like these things 

These things could belong on a list of “things I do not like” 

I like you though 

My “like” matters the most  

 

-- 

 

Sterilized Wolf Lolipops (for Children) 

 

Your head is big now 

Being self impressed with visions of doom 

 

Think about counting backwards 

And forget about everything just said 

 

Write a killer pop song 

And sing it in fastforward, hitting only the good notes at a normal rate 

 

 



I Write on My Hand to Remind Myself That No One Else Will Remind Me  

 

I wrote a new poem 

That makes me want to rip my own head off 

And disappear into the black hole that inhabits my open neck 

  

As I cave into myself 

I will think of all my dead relatives 

And of each stain that I have left on people’s carpets 

I will think that I should have taken better care of my teeth 

And of all the wires that line my house’s interior 

  

I would think of these things 

But I can’t 

I won’t rip my head off 

I can’t 

No black hole or portal inhabits my neck or nether regions  

I didn’t even write a poem   

  



nionU fo etatS  

 

I am the President of the United States and I am here to help 

I am the President of the United States and anything goes 

I am the President of the United States and Bob Seger rocks 

I am the President of the United States and these things mean something 

I am the President of the United States and you will obey me 

I am the President of the United States and this is the end 

I am the President of the United States and I got you 

I am the President of the United States and I wish I could kiss my elbow 

I am the President of the United States and he looks just like “Weird” Al 

Yankovic 

I am the President of the United States and this has no deep rooted 

meaning 

I am the President of the United States and for five thousand dollars I 

will bomb a small nation in your honor 

I am the President of the United States and I forgot to take my morning 

vitamin 

I am the President of the United States, winner of the 1978 South Bronx 

Double Dutch Tourney 

I am the President of the United States and dinner is in the fridge 

I am the President of the United States and I lost my retainer 

I am the President of the United States and my dad is going to be so 

pissed 

I am the President of the United States, here comes the guitar solo 

I am the President of the United States and I am here to help 
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I Wrote “Question Mark” 

 

Let’s play bullfighter in my backyard 

I’ll use an old beach towel and you can chase after me, finger horns on 

forehead 

Afterwards you can wear my glasses and mock me, impersonate me, steal my 

identity 

I won’t really care, none will believe you are me 

They will see a bull with glasses on 

They will say, ‘You’re not who you say you are with those glasses on. I am 

not fooled’ 

You will probably impale them with your finger horns and destroy their 

valuables, eating their food 

The police will come after me for murder or something and I will tell them 

it wasn’t me, I don’t have finger horns 

I will kiss you 

You will impale me with your finger horns and we will remained interlocked 

at the forehead. 

 

 

 

  



Haikus That You Can Read to Your Spouse for Me (And In Return You’ll Get 

Laid for My Work) 

 

I ate the milk truck 

Oh my God, I am burning 

Made of sharp iron 

 

-- 

 

Hey, do you see this? 

This is art, I’m really good 

Now swallow god whole 

 

-- 

 

All my fangs scream eyes 

And you inhale it deeply 

Then babies are made 

 

-- 

 

Flag burning makes me hard 

So do a lot of things 

You, however, do not 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Braces Formed Through Electric Fence  

 

I am from the future 

Women fall to their knees before me, because I am from the future 

They say I’m a more masculine Ziggy Stardust, because I am from the future 

Religious occultists claim me to be a false prophet, because I am from the 

future 

They fire hate speech at my presence, because I am from the future 

Bowl cut sporting business men exploit me for financial gain, because I am 

from the future 

They plaster my name on t-shirts, television shows, household cleaning 

products, because I am from the future 

Psychiatrists analyze me in laboratories and in offices, because I am from 

the future 

They tell me of delusions of grandeur and acute schizophrenia blues, 

because I am from the future 

Guards imprison me in fortresses made of gold and unhappiness, because I 

am from the future 

They feed me pills and mendacity and false love, because I am from the 

future 

Radical Martian hut tumblers expose my mind, because I am from the future 

They free me emotionally, physically, mentally, because I am from the 

future 

Marxist philosophers look back and say there is a god and it’s me, because 

I am from the future 

They feel my soul gingerly, because I am from the future 

  



 



My Gnouse is a Gnome 

 

Living in the room of salivating, fur lined walls 

I sit in a metal chair and tilting back, feel out the roof of my mouth 

And when I laugh, I laugh 

And when I cry, I laugh 

And when I shudder, I laugh 

 

As soon as you fall asleep  

I’ll take pictures of you 

And tape them all over your walls 

And mine 

So you know how much I care 

 

The walls open and close like a breathing lung 

But everyday the lung tightens up more 

And soon I’ll be suffocated 

But I’ll tape op the pictures of you sleeping to my walls so you are the 

last thing I feel 

So you know how much I care 

 



Cold Toes 

 

Move in with me 

We can sit on my floor and listen to Slayer together 

I have an extensive collection of Slayer albums 

Possibly too many Slayer albums 

  

Move in with me 

We can feed each other popcorn 

I really love popcorn 

Possibly to a fault 

  

Move in with me 

We can eat whatever you wish for every meal 

I am a master chef 

Possibly the greatest 

  

Move in with me 

We can watch episodes of Twin Peaks or It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia 

I could show you my favorite episodes 

Possibly my least favorite ones, time permitting 

  

Move in with me 

We can sleep beneath my glow-in-the-dark constellation Shrinky Dinks 

I fear peeling them off of my ceiling, they may cause damage 

Possibly a lot of damage 

  

 

 

 



Move in with me 

We can nurse each other to sleep 

I am a fantastic paternal figure 

Possibly even father material 

  

Move in with me 

We can sooth each other when the other has a nightmare 

I could fetch you a glass of water or whatever 

Possibly some saltines 

  

Move in with me 

We can awaken at noon or nine or whenever 

I could blow raspberries on your belly to wake you up 

Possibly bring you some breakfast in bed 

  

Move in with me 

We can sit on my floor and listen to Slayer together 

I have an extensive collection of Slayer albums 

Possibly too many Slayer albums 
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